The trend for today’s larger homes and higher pump pressures has created the need for larger capacity Side Wall Vent Systems. The Tjernlund SideShot Model SS1C meets that need by handling inputs up to 315,000 BTU/hr.

The SS1C is the perfect side wall venting solution for large residences with:

- Multiple section boilers
- Large hot water demands
- Snow melt systems

Get all the advantages of our standard SS1 with additional venting capacity:

- Zero clearance installation
- Patented high velocity discharge
- Stainless steel termination

Automatically operated by the UC1 Universal Control:

- Adjustable pre/post purge
- Operational and troubleshooting LED's with fault code memory
- Interlocks with any burner circuit
- Built-in high limit and fan proving switch

*Based on 100 psi fuel pump pressure

AVAILABLE FROM: